
      FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR CK7349 AND CK7350 BRAZILIAN VAN 

                                             FRONT CARPET SETS 

 

Thanks for choosing this Newton Commercial product; the fitting instructions below 

are designed to be used with the pictorial CD. You will need a hammer, screwdriver, 

scissors and ideally a hand roller. 

 

Firstly, remove the 2 front seats, seat belt mounts and all the original seat box trim 

with the exception of the edging strip at the back of the left hand side seat. Other than 

that, the seat boxes should be back to bare metal. 

The left hand side box wrap carpet is shorter due to furniture restrictions. 

Note: The van in the pictures has had the original seats and runners replaced by our 

Newton Suffolk reclining seats and matching subframes. If you are retaining the 

original seats and runners you will need to trim the carpet around the runners during 

the fitting process accordingly. 

 

Picture number 
 

1.  Shows the seat boxes stripped down. Remove the plastic extrusion strip also 

 (shown) on the edge of the wheel arch. Do not remove the edging strip at the back of 

the seat box though. 

2. Cut a piece of leatherette/vinyl to length off the roll supplied and glue to the edge 

of the seat box. Also glue into place the rear infill carpet piece. 

3. Glue into place the inner stowage bin liner. 

4/5 Locate and position the side wrap carpet, lining up the cut outs with the top edge 

corners of the seat rail support. Do a dry run until you are happy with the positions. 

5/6. Cut to length apiece of leatherette/vinyl and glue to the sloping edge over the 

plastic extrusion strip. Next, glue down the flap attached to the carpet, wrap the 

carpet around the seat box and glue into place. 

7/8. Trim carpet around fluid reservoir and trim remaining carpet as shown to turn 

over the front edge. Tuck any excess carpet under the seat boxes or glue flush if not 

possible.  

9. Trim carpet around the seat runners if required and glue down accordingly. 

10. Wheel arch carpets. Locate the rubber extrusion strip under the lip/channel and 

tap down tight with a hammer. Smooth down carpet and trim around seat runner if 

required, glue and stick down the carpet, roll with a hand roller if possible. 

11. Glue into place rear inner seat carpet. 

12. Stick down walkthrough mat, ensure that it sits under the reservoir cover to 

achieve a neater finish. The walkthrough mat may need a slight trim to fit accurately 

if the edges won’t fit under the seat boxes. 

13. Stick down cab mat underfelt piece and trim if required. Finally, fit the cab mat 

carpet either by gluing or by using the fixing clips provided. 

14. Repeat for the other side and then replace the seat belts. 

 

                                 That’s it, well done you have finished! 

 



 


